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Water Facts &amp; Figures



Welcome to the Q2 Edition of The Bridge. It’s hard to believe that Fall is just around the corner. I

trust everyone had an enjoyable and memorable Summer!

A reminder, if you have any stories, news, pictures, feedback for The Bridge, please send them to

me at krystal.binder@filterboxx.com



A Message from our CEO—Larry Novachis

Where has the time gone? It just seems like yesterday that we were starting the year off and setting

the tone for what needed to be done… Here we are now in September and Christmas isn’t all that far

away! It feels like a good time for all of us to stand back and reflect on what’s happened so far this

year and to really focus in on what still needs to be done…



First of all, I’d like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for all of their hard work and dedication

so far in 2012. It truly has been a year of change, but let me predicate that by saying that has been

change for the better! I can feel a sense of ownership and teamwork throughout our Organization

which is having a dramatic impact on our results. From our recent Town Hall meetings in both Calgary and Stony Plain, and conferenced

in by Grande Prairie and Field Operations personnel; it is clear that people feel much more united and inspired than ever before. They

can sense that we are “moving the needle” in our quest to make our Company the best in the Industry. Are we there yet? The answer is

no and quite honestly we can never be completely satisfied with our performance because that leads to complacency. Have we made

great strides? Absolutely…

Let’s take this opportunity to summarize some of the great accomplishments that we have had so far in the first half of 2012. It

has been a busy (but very productive) year so far and we have lots to be proud of that include: Executive team restructuring,

settled outstanding ownership issues with the Lupul’s, implemented the PMO Program – Sylvia Cronin, established operating rhythms in

each functional area of company, participated in 5 major supplier or industry conferences, we have had some key staff additions (CFO,

Controller, In-house legal, Applications Engineering, In-house Controls/PLC Programming), opened new Oakville office to support

Sales, developed the Process Services Team, rolled out Company Benefits Plan and Bonus Plan, raised $ 3 M of additional working

capital and negotiated a new deal with HSBC. We have delivered &gt; 35 project proposals (exclusive of change orders). The Finance

Department has worked very hard to complete the 2011 YE Audit, reconcile the ledger accounts, assess the payroll system, Deloitte

control assessment completed, assessed future IT needs to ensure reporting integrity, detailed cash flow monitoring tool developed,

2010 R &amp; D Tax Credit Claim filed/ongoing work on 2011 claim and the Great Plains system is generating Financial Statements.

There has been a strong determination by employees to clean up all legacy projects. This has resulted in a clear path to completion on

SNC, stronger relationship/additional opportunities. The Permanent Effluent Field work was awarded to us in Q3 as a direct result. The

Cenovus projects are finalized and under control, the Polishing skid was signed off and accepted, Fire suppression system projects are

completed and we have improved relationship but still have work to do on FB side/excellent work done on the Combo side. In addition,

we have settled with Suncor on Borealis Project, Black Diamond and collected outstanding receivables for Mt Milligan Project, settled

the Devon Pike issues on Combo side – significant additional revenue was negotiated and collected.

On the Combo side…

We have implemented new service &amp; setup rates in Q2, increasing gross margin significantly, implemented Chemical Price list

increasing gross margin, developed new rental agreement and T&amp;C’s, signed new 1 year contract with Devon in Q2 at increased rental

and service rates (other clients informed of new rates. ), awarded 1 year Nexen Liard River Project with significant revenue opportunity,

negotiated a take or pay contract with EnCana USA project for 3 C25WW plants at increased rates on take or pay contract, utilized

Mudstripper in Q2 on a successful clarifier project for Mosaic Potash, with excellent customer feedback, partner with Cenovus/NAIT on

OIT paid program, cleaned up significant A/R backlog and added two C75WW and three C25WW plants into fleet.

We’ve certainly come a long way in a very short time frame and it’s testimony to what we are capable of if we put our minds to

something…

And oh yes… It goes without saying but this effort has had a direct positive impact on our financial performance for the first half of the

year! We had solid earnings in each of the first and second Quarters of the year. Congrats to all!

The next obvious question is where do we go from here for the balance of the year? The answer is simple…

We have a bunch of new projects in house on the FilterBoxx side of our Business (thanks to our crackerjack Sales and Application

Engineering Team!) and we have a very solid funnel of 2nd half Business on the Combo side… This means that we are in control of our

own destiny at this stage and can finish the year on a very positive note. We talked about this at length in our Town Hall Meetings as

well… I have every confidence that our Team will deliver the backlog of Business that we have in our hands and that we will finish this

year very strongly and set the tone for an even better 2013. Let’s continue to drive revenue as hard as we can and scrutinize every

dollar that we spend so that we can meet our financial goals for the year.
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Thank you again everyone for your energy and enthusiasm. I am truly honored to be on the field of battle with you all…



Larry



Combo &amp; FilterBoxx on a ROLL!!!

Wow! It’s been a short 7 months since I joined the FilterBoxx / COMBO sales team and I am happy to report we are on track with our

investment in Business Development! For any company to be successful it has to be responsive to the needs of the market and more

specifically, the customers they want to do business. Larry Novachis quickly assessed that we were unable to create meaningful

proposals within the timeline expected from our customers. In addition, our proposal process required FilterBoxx employees,

responsible for executing projects, to be pulled away from their primary responsibility.

Consequently, Dave Fraser joined the FilterBoxx team in March and was tasked with building an Applications Engineering team that

would allow us to meet proposal demand and create the ability to participate in process water markets deemed desirable in the future.

By the end of April, Fraser added David Brink, Mike Botros and Jeff Skorski to his staff. FilterBoxx now has the enviable position of

having a highly experienced (thank you GE and Ovivo!) water process design team!

So, what have we done lately???

Since the beginning of 2012, the proposal team has generated 37 project proposals. The proposals have been for core system offerings

involving potable water and waste water treatment plants as well as process water plants. Almost every project has some scope for site

services as well. By the way, Fraser’s team is supported by our Marketing team now led by Renee Beaucage and most recently,

Danielle Slobodecki. While we are calling out team members, Fraser’s team needs a source of qualified leads. Dave MacDonell, Steve

Lemke and Roland Lamoca round out the Business Development team and represent our direct sales channel. We are already seeing

the value creation opportunity associated with the sales and application engineering team working together to create winning

strategies and proposals!

This newly formed team booked $10MM of new orders during the 1 st Quarter highlighted by the addition of ATCO and BHP as new key

customers. While exceeding plan, the stage was set for an outstanding 2nd Quarter. Unfortunately, our optimism and perhaps our

customers’ market assessments during the 2nd Quarter resulted in a delayed decision on most opportunities. We did however; sell a

great new project to Nexen that will add to the COMBO portfolio!

And then came July!!!!

The FilterBoxx / COMBO sales team booked $9MM of new orders in July! All of these orders were planned earlier but we will take them

when we get them! The mix of projects was also noteworthy. Three of our projects came from previous customers, SNC, and PennWest.

Amazing what happens when you take care of your existing customers ….. can’t beat referrals! By the way, a special thank you to

Melanie McClare for her leadership with our SNC partner and the opportunity to engineer a new effluent field at Surmount II! We have

also added a new customer and market, Goldcorp. This customer will be our first “eastern project” sold this year. Not to be greedy, but

we expect this to be the tip of the iceberg! We are planning on another $6MM of orders to come during the remainder of the Quarter.

Our current pipeline of sales opportunity exceeds $40MM of highly probable projects to be awarded before the end of 2012!

The FilterBoxx / COMBO value of packaged water treatment systems….designed, built and/or operated and/or

rented…..supported by site services and installation, is alive and rolling!!!!

Cheers,

Brian Flannigan



Paul Crawford, Senior Technical Support Engineer based

out of Oakville sets up shop in the Calgary office,



Sylvia Cronin &amp; Mike Trigatti, our new Project Manager

based in Oakville take a moment to smile for the camera.
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GP Service guys, Bill Tait &amp; Mark Degasdas checking

and repairing hose in the warehouse



Operator John Juniper &amp; Human Resources Director,

Chantelle Wilson SMILE for the camera at site.



The Stony Plain Office collected items for a family in the area (right) that lost everything in a fire.



The guys take a break in Northern BC to smile for the camera!

Inset from left to right are Plant Operators, Steve Chomolok, Jairo

Izquierdo, Kody Kont, Barry Green, Ryan Workman



Operator Layne Rossi working hard...
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BC Hydro Project Completion

For those who are not familiar with this project, FilterBoxx was contracted to provide

a Sewage Treatment Plant for the Mica Dam Facility (1.5hrs north of Revelstoke). This

hydroelectric dam is the tallest in Canada at 242m in height, a real impressive sight

to see up close. The plant was installed in the bottom of the dam with the only access

to bring in equipment through a tunnel and a service hatch. If this wasn’t challenge

enough the room that was to house the plant was small to say the least. FilterBoxx

was able to win the bid with a custom concept design consisting of a suspended floor

with all process equipment above the steel process tanks. This concept not only accommodated BCH’s strict safety by design standards but provided a very unique and

visually appealing plant layout with plenty of space for operations. The plant is fully

automated with redundant everything and runs 24/7 with very little operator intervention. It really is an impressive plant installed in an equally impressive location.

We would like to thank everyone past and present here that helped make this project

a success. From dealing with avalanches and treacherous highway conditions, a very

demanding client, constant operator phone calls and the headaches that come with

any custom design. Special thanks to Loren Borth and Brian Still for their great work

and patience in the installation and commissioning phase. Bill Jones and others for

keeping this project out of litigation and allowing us to complete the works. Also a

special thanks to Taha Lotia for coming on board this project after all the previous

employee departures and cleaning up the deficiencies and documentation to our

customers satisfaction and on budget.

Great job everyone!



COR AUDIT PREPARATION

Each year, during the COR audit process, we identify areas in which we can improve our safety program (i.e. documentation, employee/supervisor training, inspection processes, etc.). In preparation of our COR audit renewal (October 2012), I

thought this would be a good opportunity to address what COR is, how it is obtained and why it is so important to our

organization.

A Certificate of Recognition (COR) is awarded to employers who develop health and safety programs that meet established

standards. Certificates are issued by Alberta Employment and Immigration and are co-signed by Certifying Partners. A

COR recognizes that the employer’s health and safety management system has been evaluated by a certified auditor and

found to meet Partnerships standards.

The COR is valid for three years from the date of issue, providing that all maintenance requirements are met. The date the

audit is completed on-site is used as the COR issue date.

To maintain a COR, an employer is required to carry out an internal audit within 12 months of the date of the COR, and to

carry out a second internal audit within 24 months of the issue date of the COR. Internal audits must be carried out by a

qualified auditor. Internal audits are subject to the same quality assurance review as external audits. Employees of the

COR holder may carry out internal audits if they are qualified.

COR certification represents our Company's commitment to a complete and successful safety program, not only to WCB/

Partnerships, but also to our clients (both current and potential) and our HSE Management programs such as ISNetworld,

PICS and CanQual. In the current market, very 'few jobs' would be awarded to a company without COR. I look forward to

working with all employees this October in completing our 5th annual COR audit. I hope this answers some of your

questions with regards to our COR certification.

By: Heather Green
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HRIS &amp; Payroll Implementation

In December of this year, the Company will be implementing and going live with a new human resource, payroll, time &amp; attendance and

self serve system that will streamline the hiring process, increase employee data security, simplify benefits enrollment, modernize the

payroll process, and increase employee customer service. As the new Human Resource Information System (HRIS) is rolled out, all employees will have access to the new online Self Service application.

The new HRIS system offers employees Self Service through a secure web-based application accessible by all employees where they

can view and edit employee personnel information. It gives employees secure access to their human resource, benefits, timesheet and

payroll information via the web.

Self Service

Self Service will revolutionize the way employees manage their personnel information by putting it at their fingertips where they can

access it anytime. Functions of Self Service include:







Self serve update of personal information;







Easy access to important payroll documents, including pay stubs and ROE’s;







Online time entry for all employees;







Vacation balances







Electronic time sheets approval for managers online;







The ability to track leave balances and submit leave requests to managers online, and managers will have the ability to view and

approve requests online;







Viewing dependent personal information, including a summary of dependent coverage.



Time &amp; Attendance

The Company will implement a new online time &amp; attendance reporting process for employees. The new process uses an electronic

method of reporting hours worked that will allow employees to submit their time online for manager approval instead of through paper/

electronic time sheets. Online time entry will feed directly into the payroll and human resource system.

Online time reporting is a flexible, integrated solution that gives employees the power to easily manage their time. It is designed to support the time reporting needs of a wide range of employee types.

Time reporting into the payroll system will occur through online Timesheets:







An electronic time sheet where employees report time or total hours at the end of each day or on a weekly basis. Timesheet makes

time entry easy so that the employee can get their time in the system with a minimal amount of hassle!



The new online time entry will accomplish several goals, including sustainability by using a paperless method and greater efficiency

through technological resources! Other key advantages of moving to the new system are:







Upon implementation, there will be no manual entry for payroll, which will lead to a reduction of third party data entry errors;







Empowering employees to manage, edit, and maintain time entry;







Reduction of lost time sheets and decrease in late submissions;







Ability to check the status of your timesheet throughout the payroll process;







Access to time reporting anytime, anywhere!



Manager Time Approval

As the new time entry rolls out, so does the online manager time approval in Self Service. Managers will have online access to view time

entry, approve it, and submit time records instantly to payroll staff, eliminating the need to fax, mail, email, or deliver signed timesheets. This cuts the waiting time for Payroll who wait on paper timesheets and ensures all time entry can be submitted quickly.

Implementation of Time Reporting Changes



Online time reporting will be rolled out in two separate meetings for managers and employees over the course of the month of

November. At our go live date of December 2012, all employees will be trained on how to access and use this new software tool.

More information will be provided as it becomes available, if you have any questions at anytime, please direct them to Chantelle

Wilson, Human Resources Director.
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Breaking Ground

Our first municipal project finally broke ground early June south of

Calgary. The picture shows the excavated site with the base slab pored.

This project includes an underground reservoir with a Drinking Water

Treatment Plant Building and distribution above the reservoir. This

project is estimated to complete this summer.



It’s a Girl!

Congratulations are extended to Lead Operator Brandon Salter and his

wife Lindsay on the recent birth of their beautiful baby girl, Hannah Lynn

Salter. Both Mama and Baby are healthy and doing fine, proud Papa is

excitedly practicing his newly developed skills as head diaper changer.

Congratulations Brandon and Lindsay!



Go till it Hurts - Give till it Saves

Roland Lamoca, Sales Director Eastern Canada &amp; USA, based

out of the Oakville office participated in The Ride to Conquer

Cancer.

The riders, 4,900 in total who participated in this event raised

just over 18.1 million dollars to help the Princess Margaret

Hospital Cancer Foundation. We, the FilterBoxx Family and

several others within the company raised near $5,000 dollar

towards this goal – AWESOME !!!!



Show those Pearly Whites!

The Project Management/Procurement team smile big for a

quick team photograph!



Back row from left to right: Jay Xu, Nahid Al Sharbati, Melanie

McClare, Melissa Skoflic, Kevin Slough



Middle row from left to right: Allie Turnbull, Sylvia Cronin,

Gracita Del Rosario, Vishal Ramanuj

Front row from left to right: Brianne Van Leeuwen, Krista McInnis

and Okoba Ajibulu
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Combo Continues to Expand in the USA

Recently a new C25 wastewater treatment unit was moved to the Colorado area for EnCana USA to join the 100M-06 unit that has

been operating in the area for over 1 ½ years. The C25 was moved from the valley floor man camp to the top of an 8500’ (2590m)

mountain in the North Piceance Basin. For comparison sake, Calgary’s elevation is 3,557’ (1,084m). Brian Edwards supervised the

move which took 4 hours to complete.



Valley Man Camp



Halfway to the Top



Brian Edwards



Mountain Top Rig Site



Unloading the C25



The Drafting Team!

The Drafting team takes a quick pause for a candid shot!

From left to right: Will Herrera, Samuel Lo and Ken

Mullaney
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Water Facts &amp; Figures

More than 28 million

The number of Canadians who receive municipal drinking water.

Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities



Approximately 4,100

The number of municipal water treatment plants in Canada that treat drinking water taken from lakes, rivers

and groundwater sources.

Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities



Less than 3%

The amount of municipally-treated water that is used for drinking.

Source: Environment Canada



2.5 litres

The amount of water the average adult drinks daily, including water used in drinks such as coffee, tea and

juice.

Source: Health Canada



24.4 litres

The amount of bottled water the average Canadian drank in 1999.

Source: Statistics Canada



60.3 litres

The amount of bottled water the average Canadian drank in 2005.

Source: Statistics Canada



343 litres

The amount of water the average Canadian used daily inside the home in 1999. Most indoor water is used in

the bathroom. In 2001, this average use dropped to 335 litres per day, and again dropped to 329 litres in 2004.

Nonetheless, Canadians still rank as one of the world’s most profligate people in terms of water consumption.

Source: Environment Canada



50%

The percentage of all municipally-treated water used up during the summer months by people watering their

lawns and gardens.

Source: Environment Canada



20%

The percentage of all municipal drinking water lost to leaks.

Source: Federation of Canadian Municipalities



1,600 cubic metres

The amount or water used in Canada per capita basis for all purposes. Of the 29 member nations of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), only the United States uses more water than Canada on a per capita basis. Canada’s per capita water consumption is 65 per cent above the OECD average.

Canada’s per capita water consumption is over 9 times greater than the UK, whose per capita consumption is

the lowest in the group at a mere 163 cubic meters.

Source: OECD



30%

The percentage of Canadians who rely on groundwater for domestic use.

Source: Statistics Canada
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